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Motivation

• Large dust events coming from Sahara (Saharan Air Layer or SAL) pose major health & wildfire problems over the Caribbean
  – high concentrations of P10 and P2.5 particles
  – low humidity = high fire potential

• NWS, San Juan is responsible for issuing alerts to greater Caribbean community when such conditions occur

• Resources they request from NRL-MRY
  – remote sensing products NRT (especially VIIRS & MODIS)
  – request: dust model that predicts large dust events 3+ days in advance
Saharan Air Layer (SAL)

- Part of global Saharan dust transport across the Atlantic
  - $1000 \times 10^{12}$ g per yr
    (Prospero and Mayol-Bracero, JGR 2010)

- Hot/dry elevated thick dust layer forming over Saharan desert
  - 3 – 5 km layer above W Africa
  - 2 – 3 km layer above Caribbean

- Most frequent over Caribbean & eastern US during late spring through early fall
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Targeted areas: Puerto Rico (PR) & Ragged Point, Barbados (RP)
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Environment Depicting SAL Propagation Across Atlantic Basin
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International Cooperative for Aerosol Prediction Multi-Model Ensemble (ICAP-MME)

*Sessions, et al., 2015, Atmospheric Chemistry & Physics (final revision)*

- 7 quasi-operational aerosol/dust models
  - provided at NRL-MRY and FNMOC
- Plotted on 1 X 1 degree grid every 6 hours, 1 day latency
- Provides skillful depictions of SAL dust intensity
- Validated with AERONET measurements
- Potentially valuable resource for air quality & fire hazard prediction throughout Caribbean
Individual Dust Models
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ICAP-MME Validation

Bi-seasonal comparisons of +4 day model 550nm AOT RMSE with 21 core AERONET verification sites.

Individual model validations are in colored circles, large blue circles are ICAP-MME means.

Sessions, et al., 2015, Atmospheric Chemistry & Physics
Summary

• Qualitative overview of predicting SAL using in-situ, satellite and model resources
• ICAP-MME performs well in predicting dust across the Atlantic basin
  - 3+ days in advance, fits operational needs
  - future: more models will become part of the system => more robust
• Plans to implement ICAP-MME and VIIRS in support of Puerto Rico/Caribbean weather agencies
  - possible nighttime monitoring of dust